ASWU Minutes 4/13/2016
I. Call to order: Justin 5:01 pm
II.
Mission Statement:
III. Minutes: Approved, none opposed
IV. Club Updates
a. Fly Fishing
b. Steven: we have cool hats. It’s been an awesome year so far. We have taken 10
members out for day trips, usually to Idaho. We are getting ready for spring and that is
exciting for bugs. We are also having an event tomorrow at 7:30 and it is the biggest one
we have had: it will be a film and a raffle.
c. Luke: looking forward, we have been in contact with a fly fishing movie company and
they will premiere their movie with us next year. Also we fish for squirrels around
campus.
d. Whitney: can I try?
e. Luke: absolutely.
f. Chase: squirrels are now trained.
g. Justin: what are your plans for spring fest?
h. Luke: we are thinking a casting competition with prizes. We made hats that we have
been selling and auctioning.
i. Political Science--j. Matthew: I’m the co president. Looking forward, we are having 2 more meetings and
a mock election in the HUB. We have had a speaker this year and we are going to have
another one. We are just getting on our feet, we have been a club for 6 months.
k. Jeff: who is the speaker?
l. Matthew: he has been a part of the police department here and he is from Iran and
will talk about immigration.
m. Justin: for a fundraising idea for spring fest, do a pie a president to throw pie at
cutouts.
n. Savannah: how will you advertise the votes?
o. Matt: a huge poster above Saga with the results and stats.
p. Justin: also an update about Spokane Gives. We want to increase our hours by 20%.
V. HEAT
a. Amelia: the scurry is on the 24 at 1pm and we are in need of volunteers for this
event. We are aiming for 20 and this would be a great way to fill the mayor’s challenge.
b. If you would like to sign up, it’s serve.whitworth.edu. We need people from 11-4 with
different segments. We need help with water, and course guides.
c. Amelia: please advertise.
d. Justin: logistics of the event?
e. Amelia: most will be through the Back 40, the road will not be closed and we are
planning it around baseball.
VI. Reports
a. Skyler: so this weekend we had 1 requisition for teachers of tomorrow to get them
out of the red. And then to also host their event “are you smarter than a fifth grader” and
we gave them $100. Capital is still at $17,000. The last day to requisition is May 1 . Tell
people.
b. Katie: Karaoke at the Kastle was awesome and successful, Mak MCed. I am sending
out a survey for the Duvall drive in.
c. Mak: my service project is going great, we set a date. Budget committee was hard
but fun.
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d. Rediet: me and another person in my dorm had to go to the health center and it is
really ineffective and the nurse is only there once a week. Students with time-sensitive
cases should be taken care of.
e. Bailey K: maybe students need more info about what the health center provides.
f. Justin: they do more of the triaging service.
g. Brittany: what is the health insurance?
h. Savannah: they have given me prescriptions and free check ups.
i. Justin: so maybe a clear presentation of what it does.
j. Rediet: service project is underway on the 22 .
k. Adam: pass
l. Niehls: our bouldering festival went well with 35 people, 5 people from Eastern and
Gonzaga. This weekend is our rafting trip and we have a lot of people signed up, 6-8
spots left.
m. Whitney: Earth Week is coming up. Also if you need service learning, work in the
garden or during Earth Week.
n. Aric: we are doing our service project with Kipos on the 29 from 2-4, we are planting
trees.
o. Brittany: I had my trustee meeting today. We talked about different safety things on
campus, different locks and stuff. A lot of door handles are expensive to get. Also the
music building will be done on August 12 . They fundraised a lot. The windstorm cost
$846,000 and they are trying to get insurance to cover some of it. Also I brought up
parking issues.
p. Jeff: I talked to Bre and Anthony about doing our Stuville Birthday Bash. Also a picnic
on the 17 .
q. Bailey V: Te-dashii is next Saturday. I need your help with advertising, please come
grab some clothespins. Also my one request is don’t start advertising till tomorrow.
r. Savannah: Trivia was a success; that was my last event till the end of the year.
s. Bailey K: the picnic was a success, food was gone within an hour and 15 minutes.
t. Jordan: indoor intramurals are done.
u. Mike: we have “Is Jesus a Pacifist?” Tonight at 7 pm. Also next week we will have a
Muslim talking in the Crow’s Nest.
v. Kevin: I just talked to a student who wants help with his service project.
w. Nate: service project will be that. I will be passing out a sheet for the swimsuit drive
at North Central school. It’s a cool opportunity. It’s this Saturday, 1-3 pm. I am looking for
10.
x. Norma: have you had any donations?
y. Nate: no. they are asking for new swim suits so that is difficult.
z. Brendan: pass
aa. Ryan: Warren Peace was a success. 2 Chance prom this Saturday.
bb. Nicole: sat in on the trustee meeting. One of my classes is planning “Take back the
night” which is a walk around campus. I have flyers. It’s next Friday at 7pm.
cc. Rachel: our door hasn’t been working; it kind of got fixed this week. Service project
is going.
dd. Kelsey: pass
ee. Jordan: pass
ff. Kaysee-Li: I met with the diversity committee yesterday; I talked about student voice
in the coming years. Tomorrow, from 4-5 is the ActSix open house reception. Next
Tuesday in the RTT is Amir Ahmed who is talking about Islam phobia. Tell your friends!
gg. Norma: residents are tired and looking forward to summer, especially seniors. Also
students are getting really sick. Students are still complaining about adjuncts.
hh. Justin: you are sitting in the academic affairs committee.
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ii. Norma: Mr. and Mrs. Boppell are visiting tonight at 9:30pm
jj. Rachel: BMac doesn’t have a rep so for service project we just do a bunch of random
things and on Saturday people did garden things. 2 Chance Prom is this Saturday from
7-10. Tickets at the info desk. I have been hearing some people are excited and some
haven’t heard about it.
kk. Jeff: also if you have song suggestions let me know.
ll. Hannah: some rooms have been getting really hot at night. Mr. Oliver is coming
tonight.
mm.
Kasey: service project, I am trying to find one.
nn. Bre: I am going to hype 2 Chance Prom. We are going to Bozarth Mansion, we will
have dessert, and there will be a DJ. It is running us $2000 so I want people to come.
Please elevate this. We will send out an email. Any ideas?
oo. Bailey V: post pictures of Bozarth.
pp. Bailey K: do you have to dress up?
qq. Bre: cocktail dress, tacky prom.
rr. Justin: did you share this on Facebook everyone?
ss. Rachel: on Thursday when you meet with dorm teams, ask to write it on mirrors.
tt. Bre: and talk about carpooling.
uu. Chase: maybe you could pass out “will you go to 2 chance prom with me?” Just
throwing out ideas.
vv. Norma: I have seen 2 proposals. Our main focus should be off campus.
ww.
Aric: Arend on Monday had a primetime where we made corsages and
boutonnieres.
xx. Chase: Time cards due on Friday. If you have done or will do a service project, send
me your hours.
yy. Brendan: for the beard fundraising what should I put for hours?
zz. Chase: we’ll talk. Also special thanks for people with the making of the coin drive.
Also we have $17,000 in capital. Let’s be the voice about this and so tell people if they
have ideas, long term funding.
aaa.
Niehls: so it has to stay above $5000?
bbb.
Justin: yes.
ccc. Rachel: examples?
ddd.
Justin: bike pump is one example.
eee.
Rachel: can we get a swing set?
fff. Skyler: you can ask.
ggg.
Justin: you would have to talk to facilities.
hhh.
Brendan: does ASWU have to use it? Can we give it to other parts?
iii. Dayna: we don’t have to.
jjj. Brendan: a beach volleyball game.
kkk.
Bailey K: another idea is a new mascot, ours is creepy. But they are redoing
our logo.
lll. Chase: it will come out in May.
VII. Budget Committee
a. Skyler: we went over FSPOs, and so we changed some of that stuff. Then our
budget that we proposed. Those student numbers for next year are estimates. They are
very conservative. These are all the budgets, this year and then next year. What you do
with this is to really look at it and if you disagree let me know. I want to make sure it
represents what we want for the school next year. You are welcome to share it with your
residents; this is their money too. Next Wednesday we discuss and then vote on if we
approve both of these.
b. Justin: it is quick turnover.
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c. Skyler: the FSOPs are the operating procedures and rules on how we can spend our
money. The yellow is what we reworded. We vote on both next week.
d. Justin: read over the original and the proposed FSOPs.
e. Norma: what was the rational behind adding words?
f. Skyler: if it didn’t make sense.
g. Bre: I would also propose that these are very thought through so changes should be
major. There was a lot of conversations around these decisions.
h. Skyler: committee was 14-15 people who voted, 2 nights of 7-hour meetings. We put
a lot of effort into it.
i. Brittany: if someone has a change do we motion for that?
j. Skyler: yes.
k. Justin: but it will be complicated.
l. Bailey K: all assembly vote?
m. Skyler: discussion but voting member vote.
n. Justin: this will mainly be our meeting next week.
VIII. Spring Fest
a. Justin: this is our logo for this year. During GE 330 yesterday, we broke into our
committees and talked about updates. I asked heads to send me the updates.
b. Brenna: so the shirts we are selling are going to be a teal t-shirt with an orange logo
and then an orange tank top with a teal logo. We also ordered a big poster. Posters for
campus will be ready next week.
c. Norma: When I saw this logo I envisioned a baseball tee?
d. Savannah: no, its hard to get colors and prices.
e. Justin: how much will they be sold for?
f. Brenna: I don’t want to say a number, but cheap. Below $6.
g. Kasey: if we did get baseball tees, it would be white and we have water activities.
h. Justin: Karlen, what about a story?
i. Karlen: we are hiring for next year now. The deadline is on the email; I think the 22
for applications.
j. Kelsey: also yearbook is hiring too.
k. Bre: we have 3 food trucks, taco, pizza and ice cream. Tacos will be $1 and pizza will
be $3 with different choices.
l. Brenna: how many tacos for $1?
m. Bre: do we want to put a limit?
n. Chase: no.
o. Justin: when will they serve?
p. Bre: 1-4. Sodexo is hoping to do an outdoor BBQ for lunch but it will be done by
1pm. The trucks it would be cool to be on the Hello Walk in front of the library.
q. Justin: looking good for the Loop lawn?
r. Bre: yes.
s. Chase: if you guys can think of a way to decorate the Campanile in some way.
t. Brenna: use orange and teal.
u. Bailey K: Phillip is coming and we are working on the layout. There will be water
games.
v. Bailey V: we will have a dunk tank, a slide, a pirate ship, sumo suits, a bull, a bungee
run, an obstacle course and then a water obstacle course. Then also the Urec is bringing
bubble ball. Also spike ball and slip-in-slide kickball.
w. Brittany: will there be a petting zoo?
x. Skyler: regarding that, Madyson and I have been talking to Farmer Joy. We have to
figure out liability and then financial stuff as well. They have rescue animals; they bring
40 animals, 18 different types. She says she cleans it all up.
nd

y. Bre: if that fails can we just bring puppies?
z. Skyler: maybe the humane society. Or what you brought last year. I also have a lot
of clubs coming.
aa. Bre: one club wants to sell otter pops for $1. My concern is we are giving away ice
cream and also have food.
bb. Kiersten: the social finance club is doing our flea market. They are collecting stuff on
May 5 .
cc. Brenna: I just got an email for the proof of the shirt.
dd. Justin: we are not going to have any problem reaching students but we need your
help getting out into the community to let people know about this event. Skyler will be
sharing posters with local schools. I will be speaking at my churches.
ee. Chase: I have a couple MVPs. Skyler led us through many hours of presentations.
Jordan: you put on the Dub Club success. And also I know there were a lot of events
and sports so shout out to you. Also tonight at 10pm we will have everyone but reps
hired for next year.
IX. Josh: we came to represent some things we think when we play ultimate Frisbee
intramurals. We wanted to know the reasoning with allowing 5 guys and then only 7
total.
a. Jordan: that is just Frisbee rules that start in middle school. In order to have 7 people
on the field, you need to have at least 2 girls. The reason is so it is fair for everyone; it is
not something we came up with just Frisbee all over.
b. When we were playing, there has to be 5 guys and only 2 girls because the other
team only had 2 girls. It seemed unfair.
c. Jordan: what would you propose?
d. I would say if there are 2 girls on one team, then you can have unlimited amount on
the other team. Someone told us otherwise.
e. Jordan: that is incorrect.
f. Josh: in general, the girls on our team can take on all guys on another team so
maybe thinking about that policy. Also a bigger unfair advantage is number of players
instead of gender.
g. Savannah: how would you apply that to other sports?
h. Mak: what he is saying is it would be unfair to have club basketball play on one team.
i. Jordan: other schools put limits on things.
j. Adjournment: Rediet motioned, 6:10pm
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